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In-depth Report: SYRIA

Turkey is at a dead end in Syria.

Erdogan‘s dream of going on to Raqqa and Deir Ezzor or even Aleppo city has been blocked
by an agreement between the U.S. and Russia. His proxy forces are stuck north-east of
Aleppo city and have no way to go further south, east or west. They conquered a piece of
rural land that gives Erdogan no negotiation leverage but potentially a lot of headaches. A
small Russian contingent has moved into the Kurdish enclave in north-west Syria around
Afrin blocking any serious Turkish move against that area.

Turkey and its paymasters in Qatar, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia have lost the fight over Syria.
Still tacitly backed by the U.S. they are currently trying a Hail-Mary pass to again achieve
some negotiation power for the next round of Geneva talks. This is likely to again fail. Their
proxy forces in the north west, including al-Qaeda, moved from the north towards the city of
Hama (see map,  red=Syrian government).  Over  the last  days they captured 11 small
villages  which  were  only  lightly  defended.  The  Russian  and  Syrian  airforce  are  now
devastating them and a counter-attack by the Syrian army is prepared and will soon throw
them back.

Source: Islamic World News – See bigger picture here

Coordinated with  the Hama attack was an attempt  to  capture  ground on the eastern
periphery of Damascus and in the south around Deraa. The Damascus attack has run its
cause. No ground was taken and held by the Takfiris and the counterattack against them is
advancing. The attack in Deraa failed to break the Syrian army defense lines.
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The head of the “White Helmet” propaganda gang in south Deraa was killed in an IED attack
by al-Qaeda aligned forces.  He was no Samaritan.  He also commanded the 18 March
Division, part of the foreign paid insurgency against the Syrian state.

The  large  Syrian  army  move  on  Idleb  governate  to  liberate  it  from  the  Takfiris  is  still  in
preparation.  No  date  has  been  set  for  its  launch.

East of Aleppo city the Syrian army had blocked all Turkish proxy advances. It continued
south to retake the country side from the Islamic State and is making good progress. The
biggest city in the area, Deir Hafar, was nearly surrounded today by the Syrian army when
the  Islamic  State  fighters  suddenly  moved  out.  It  is  now  back  in  government  hands.  [The
sources were wrong on this. Deir Hafar is effectively surrounded but not yet in government
hands. – Mar 23 1110 pm] The Syrian army in the area will continue to move south and
south-east towards Raqqa and Deir Ezzor.

The U.S. proxy force in north-east Syria, the Kurdish anarcho-marxists of the PKK/YPK, have
advanced on Raqqa. Raqqa lies slightly north of the Euphrates. The only way south and west
from Raqqa that was left open was across the Tabqa dam that dams up the Euphrates and
creates the Assad lake.

Source: Syrian Generation – See bigger picture here

Yesterday the U.S. and its proxy forces started a surprise attack to take the dam (map).
Helicopters  transported  YPG  fighters  to  the  south  of  the  Euphrates  and  improvised
ferries (vid) carried their heavy equipment across the lake. Apache helicopters and heavy
U.S. artillery covered the move. They blocked the road between Raqqa towards Aleppo in
the west and they are now moving towards Tabqa city directly south of the dam. At the
same time a YPG/PPK force is moving from the north towards the dam. There is some fear
that Islamic State fighters could blow up the dam but the first to drown in the following flood
would be all Isis fighters and their families in Raqqa and beyond.

In  areas  further  south  and  east  there  is  some  fighting  between  the  Syrian  army  and  ISIS
groups around Palmyra and in Deir Ezzor. The situations there seem mostly stable with
slight advances by the Syrian government forces.

Israel recently made some splash by bombing Syrian government forces near Palmyra. This
was against certain parameters the Russian and Israeli  governments had agreed upon.
While Russia will not hinder Israeli attacks on Hizbullah weapon transports going to Lebanon
it will interdict should Israel (again) hit any forces in Syria fighting ISIS or other Jihadis. Israel
was warned off by a Syrian anti-air missile launch. Loud noise was made thereafter by the
Netanyahu government in Tel Aviv. But that is mere domestic grandstanding. Netanyahu is
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under criminal investigation and is fighting for his political life.

It is still unclear how the Trump administration plans to proceed on Syria.

The move south of the Euphrates may block the Syrian government forces from moving
further east towards the enclave in Deir Ezzor which is still under siege by ISIS. But the
Euphrates crossing may also be a purely military move without a political intent to simply to
enable the taking of the Tabqa dam. As a military move it makes completely sense. If this is
a political move it will complicate the already confusing situation.
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